Sydney Startup Corkscore.com seeks Web Developer

Sydney, 21 June 2010

Corkscore.com, a Sydney based wine rating startup is expanding into new markets. We are looking for a student who can work with us as a casual part-time web developer with flexible hours to suit your timetable. Work partly from home and partly from our offices.

The web developer will work with the Corkscore development team to aid in building a jQuery based website, from Javascript coding to HTML & CSS and design work. The person will be working with REST-like APIs and should have their own computer and the following required skills:

1. Adept at Javascript with experience with the following libraries:
   – jQuery.js
   – Prototype.js
   – Scriptaculous

2. HTML & CSS

3. Design skills - Photoshop, Illustrator

4. Object-oriented programming, MVC

Additional skills that would also be advantageous include:

5. Java
6. Spring framework
7. Hibernate
8. Acegi Security
9. Subversion
10. Netbeans IDE

In terms of personality, we need someone who is smart, entrepreneurial, creative, a good communicator and able to work independently. An interest in great fine wine and food would be good, but is not essential.

We are looking for a web developer who can work on a contract basis for a fixed fee of A$500/month for an initial period of 2-3 months. Interest candidates should contact Lars Herold via email (lars.herold@corkscore.com) with a CV as well as a note detailing their relevant experience and the reason why they are interested to work with us on this project.